Wolfeboro Public Library Building Committee

Minutes for the Sub-committee on Color Selection

Wednesday December 12, 2018

2:30 PM

Attending – Cindy Scott, library director, Joyce Davis, Mike Babylon, trustee, Candy Thayer, trustee, Nancy Ghirardini, Friends of the Library president, Inger Woerheide

Cindy passed around color samples for roofing shingles. After some discussion a vote was taken and the first choice color was Williamsburg Slate-Ultra HD. The second choice was Pewter Gray-Ultra HD.

The color choice for the light poles was black.

‘Decorator white’ (Benjamin Moore) is being considered for the trim.

The color ‘Nature’s Essentials -1521 (Benjamin Moore) is being considered for the walls. A sample of that color will be painted on the wall before a final decision is made. The oak wood shelving and bronze metal shelving were considered in the wall color discussion.

The meeting was adjourned at 3:30 PM

Respectfully submitted by

Inger Woerheide